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Curved 37.5” UltraWide QHD Monitor in 21:9
Eine neue Art der Unterhaltung


37,5” (95cm) Curved 21:9 Ultrawide QHD Monitor im Zero Frame Design



IPS Technologie und 100% sRGB Color Gamut



Kraftvoller DTS® Sound mit zwei 7W Lautsprechern



HDR ready



Leistungsstarke Produktivität, Picture-by-Picture (PBP), Picture-in-Picture
(PIP) und Multi-Monitor Funktion via Daisy Chain



Adaptive Sync Support für ruckelfreie, flüssige Bilder



Flicker-less Technologie und ein BlueLight Filter minimieren die Belastung
für die Augen und sorgen für die komfortable Benutzung



Ergonomisches Design (neigbar von -5°bis - 35°, schwenkbar von -30° bis
+30° und höhenverstellbar um 130 mm)

Feature Highlights

Specifications
Model number
Color
Display
Active display area
Maximum resolution
and refresh rate
Glare
Panel type
Response time
Contrast ratio (ACM)
Brightness
Viewing angle (CR=10)
Colors
Color saturation
Bits
Input signal
Speaker
Tilt
Swivel
Power supply (100V-240V)
Off
Power consumption
Sleep
®
(ENERGY STAR )
On
Note

XR382CQK
Silver
37.5” / 95 cm
874x367
3840x1600 @75Hz
No
In-Plane Switching (IPS)
5 ms (G to G)
100,000,000:1
300 cd/m2
172°(H),178°(V)
1.07B
100% sRGB
8Bit+A-FRC
HDMI (v2.0) + MHL(v2.1) + DisplayPort + DisplayPort
out + SPK + USB Hub 3.0x4 (1up 4down) + audio out +
1 x USB Type C
7W x2 (DTS™ sound)
-5°~ 35°
+/- 30°
External (100V – 240 V)
TBD
TBD
TBD
Support Adaptive-Sync Technology

Perfect picture
 37.5” curved ultra wide QHD display
 IPS technology and 100% sRGB color gamu
Free-Sync
 Support AMD Free-Sync technology
to eliminate the screen tearing
Custom mulitiasking
 Boosting productivity, Picture-by-Picture
(PBP), Picture-in-Picture (PIP) andmultimonitor setup through Daisy chain
Reduce fatigue
 EyeProtect’s Flicker-less and Blue-light
Filtering technology. Give your neck a break
too, with very flexible tilt and height adjustments.
Usuability enhancement
 Tilt -5°~ 35°and adjust vertically up to 130 mm
 Swivel '+/- 30°

Curved 21:9
The curved screen puts every corner of the
screen at the same distance from the customer’s
eyes, providing a uniform viewing experience. It
also presents a more immersive experience with a
wider field of view and increased perceived area
of peripheral vision compared to a flat display of
the same size.

AMD Free-Sync
Free-Sync technology is designed to eliminate
the screen tearing that often occurs when playing
computer games with a monitor. Now, with
Adaptive-Sync technology, your GPU can tell a
monitor what its rendering rate is and the
monitor can match it.

In-Plane Switchikng
IPS (In-Plane Switching) technology, which is
accurate across 178° presents a splendid quality
in wide angles. rough the screen, everything is
crisp and clear from any angle.
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